
ABOUT LIZ SABO

Liz Sabo is a designer who believes in the value of a 
well-crafted, American-made product. She currently resides in 
her hometown of Cleveland, Ohio where the continual growth 
of independent designers excites and inspires her.

Liz first realized the joy of independent design when she lived 
in Florence, Italy, where she was captivated by the small shops 
that dotted the city. In 2007 she lived and taught in Vietnam. 
There she was able to visit and experience a wide variety of 
tailor shops and fabric markets, sparking her self-taught 
journey into fashion and accessory design.

Liz has always been primarily drawn to textile design, finding 
herself falling for fabric after fabric. In 2009, Liz's collection of 
"I have to buy this now, I'll find something to use it for later" 
fabrics had reached critical mass and resulted in her first bag. 
Soon after, friends and family were requesting purses of their 
own and from there, the business took off.

Liz’s current line of bags has evolved from the desire to fill a 
function and at the same time evoke the delight that a beautiful 
object creates. Liz makes all bags in her studio in Cleveland.

WHOLESALE TERMS

MINIM UM S: Opening orders have a $400 minimum.

PAYMEN T: For first time orders payment must be made prior 
to shipping. Credit cards (MasterCard, Visa or Discover) are 
accepted. Net 30 may be used for subsequent orders.

SHIPPING: Shipping costs will be added to invoice.

L E AD TIMES: Lead times are generally 2-4 weeks. Please 
contact me for specific lead times at time of order.

RE T URNS /E XCH A NGES: Items may be returned or 
exchanged within 15 days of receiving order.

DISPL AY: Full sized bags will be shipped with a small 
amount of stuffing to maintain form. Additional stuffing is 
available, for full sized bags or totes. Foam bottom inserts are 
also available for an additional cost. Please let me know if you 
would like any extra display items to prevent shipping delays.

Liz Sabo | Cleveland, Ohio | liz@lizsabo.com | 216.246.9490
Facebook @ lizsabobags | Instagram @lizsabo | Twitter @liz_sabo


